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Zalmon Fabric produces organic fabric 
with 100% natural fiber. 

Our services:
Digital Fabric Printing
Fabric Dyeing
Ready Stock Plain Fabric

We can provide the service you need
for your business, be it small production
or mass production.
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ABOUT US



and 500+ more local and international brands!
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OUR CLIENT
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Breathable, makes you comfortable in
any situation

Safe for all skin type, including
sensitive skin

Safe for our environment and
100% biodegradable

Stiflingly hot especially when
the weather is hot 

Caused skin allergic or itchy feelings
especially for sensitive skin (baby skin)

Not breathable so the fabric does not
absorb sweat well and can cause odor 

Takes a long time to decompose
(polyester content plastic fiber)

Organic Polyester
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WHY CHOOSE
ORGANIC



Digital Fabric Printing
Start from Rp 68.000/meter
Min. order: 1 meter

Fabric Dyeing
Start from Rp 77.000/meter
Min. order: 200 meter

Rotary Printing
Start from Rp 39.000/yard
Min. order: 6000 yards

Ready Stock Fabric (Bursa Kain)
Start from Rp 28.500/yard 
Min. order: 10 yard

CHECK PRICELIST

CHECK PRICELIST

ASK US FOR MORE

CHECK PRICELIST
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PRICELIST

https://www.zalmonfabric.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/PricelistZalmon-July2022-Rev.pdf
https://www.zalmonfabric.com/celup-kain/
https://www.zalmonfabric.com/rotary-printing/
https://www.bursakain.id/


We provide you fabric + printing + sewing services 
using designs from Zalmon start from Rp 100.000/pcs 
with a minimum purchase of 24 pcs.

Custom design or product model can be adjusted 
according to the customer's request.

ONE STOP SERVICE
(Fashion Product)
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No Minimum Order
Production takes 10 - 14 Working Day (Does not include
Saturday, Sunday and Indonesian Public Holiday)
Color Matching service takes 10 - 14 Working Days (Does
not include Saturday, Sunday and Indonesian Public Holiday)
There will be a  + 10%  tolerance between the colors on the
monitor and the fabrics due to the ability of each screen to
show colors, as well as the ability of the printer head to read
existing color designs.

PRODUCTION
                DETAILS

Digital  Printing
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PRODUCTION
                DETAILS

Fabric  Dyeing
There are 2 types of service: small quantity (1 color for
200 meters) and mass quantity (1 color for 2000 yards).
Production time: 3-4 weeks after approval of the
sample
1-2 weeks for the production of the sample
Color tolerance is about 5–10% for each different batch
of production.
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Starting from 6000 yards per design (up to 4 colorways or
1500 yards per-colorway), you can either customize the
fabric construction you want or choose one of the 25+ types
of fabric at Zalmon Fabric.
There is a tolerance of a 5–10% difference between the
color of the rotary printing result and the color of the
sample that has been made.
The process takes approximately 1 month after the sample
is approved by the customer.
Sample production: 1-2 weeks

PRODUCTION
                DETAILS

Rotary Printing
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The customer has no right to complain if there is
no color matching request

Production time: 10–14 working days. This does
not include queues, print schedules, and color
matching processes.

All fabrics from Zalmon Fabric are made from
100% natural fibers and are fully processed using
automatic machines. Therefore, there will be a 5%
ERROR tolerance for our product results.
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COMPLAINT & RETURN


